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It is hard to see the excellent market returns of 2017 being 
replicated in 2018. Nevertheless, we do not see that we are 
in “bubble” territory just yet. Values are high but not 
extreme, companies continue to grow corporate earnings, 
and the wider economic environment continues to improve. 
We prefer the view of being cautious rather than negative 
or extremely positive. What we need to be aware of is that 
much of the positive outlook for global growth is already 
priced in, and the statistics are against us as we head 
towards the longest bull market ever seen. But none of 
these seem a likely cause or reason for an immediate 
correction.  
 

Looking shorter term one of the biggest surprises for the 
month was the NZD.  Since the NZ election, when we saw 
the NZD drop, it has risen approximately 4.5%. A lot of the 
rise has been against a falling USD which means in NZD 
terms the recent increase in offshore markets has been 
somewhat muted by the strength in the rising NZD. We still 
think the USD should strengthen over the longer term as 
we expect to see interest rate rises in the US. Markets 
expect inflationary pressures to increase in the US and that 
the Federal Reserve’s well-publicised reduction in 
quantitative easing will come to an end. This will have wider 
implications for global markets and we have already seen 
European and UK rates start to rise. 
 

Closer to home we do not think we will see the same 
inflationary pressures (or house prices rises) which 
supports our view that we are unlikely to see any changes 
to the NZ Official Cash Rate in 2018. 
 

Reporting season for NZ and offshore companies begins 
in February and it will be a very important time for markets. 
The heightened valuations of the local market mean that 
companies will need to show continued growth in earnings 
to justify the current prices. Another important point will be 
the outlook statements that management provide as these 
will give us some insight into the state of the economy. 
 

We continue to be cautiously optimistic on markets with 
expectations that returns will normalise rather than have a 
sharp or significant correction. Notwithstanding this there 
are some things we are keeping an eye on. 

In no particular order, inflation – it has been absent, but we are 
starting to see some in the US. Inflation is not the equity or 
bond market’s friend. A housing correction – both NZ and 
Australia are some of the most expensive in the world. Central 
banks reducing the money supply – otherwise known as 
quantitative tightening. Nobody knows how markets will react 
to this as it has never been done on this scale. A China 
slowdown – as the world’s second largest economy, and given 
the credit boom that it has been through, what shape is the 
country’s balance sheet in? We do not see any reason for any 
of these things to occur but if they do it could have an impact 
on markets. 
 

Our Current view 
 

We are confident that we will see interest rate increases in the 
US. This is important as this will have a flow on effect for many 
of the other developed countries. Inflation and interest rate 
increases are not necessarily good for share markets, 
especially when they are unexpected. In this case both have 
been well documented, and it will be interesting how Central 
Banks handle this and how the market reacts to the Central 
Banks’ actions. For NZ we expect longer term interest rates to 
rise, therefore we are trying to keep any cash and fixed interest 
investments relatively short in duration. 
 

Our preference for equities is global over NZ and to a lesser 
degree Australia. The recent upgrade by the IMF for US and 
Europe only reinforces these views. We are not negative on 
NZ shares but after 5 years of 20%+ growth, and valuations 
above long-term averages, the risks are certainly to the 
downside. The Australian sharemarket has not seen the same 
significant returns over the last few years compared to some 
of the other global markets, but we are seeing resource 
companies beginning to spend on capex again and share 
prices lift in some of these companies.  
 

We therefore prefer Australia over New Zealand and continue 
to bring our clients towards their long-term asset allocations.  
 

The fixed interest market continues to have a supply problem 
with a lack of quality issues. Registered bank term deposits 
still offer better value than similarly rated fixed interest 
securities. 
 

 

  Allocation to long-term benchmarks 

Sector Position Comment 

Cash Neutral We expect short term rates to be on hold but longer dated rates to rise over the year.  We 
are recommending short dated term deposits. 

Fixed Interest Underweight We still think interest rates will start to increase so keeping duration relatively short. 

NZ Shares Underweight February results will be important. We need to see good earnings growth and sustainable 
dividends. Still want an exposure. 

Australian Shares Overweight There are some reasonably priced companies with solid growth prospects. 

Global Shares Overweight We prefer Europe. 

Property Neutral Attractive yields offered. An increase in cash rates could have an impact on the sector. 

 


